Longitudinal data analysis in genome-wide association studies.
Genome-wide association studies have led to the discovery of thousands of susceptibility genetic variants (typically single-nucleotide polymorphisms [SNPs]) for a wide range of complex diseases and traits commonly measured at a single point in time. Although many novel genotype-phenotype associations have been identified and successfully replicated using cross-sectionally measured phenotypes, there is growing interest in the study of longitudinally measured phenotypes because these allow for the study of the natural trajectory of traits and disease progression. However, there are several challenges with analysis and interpretation of longitudinal data. Here, we summarize the methods and strategies proposed and applied in genome-wide association studies of blood pressure related phenotypes made available through Genetic Analysis Workshop 18 (GAW18). The investigators considered methods that incorporated correlation across time points and familial relatedness among the individuals into their studies and compared their approaches with single-time-point analysis using baseline data. Some of the studies used unrelated individuals; some also used the simulated data provided by the GAW18 organizers to assess type I error and power of their approach in detecting true associations.